Control of widely recognized distortion may allow greater output at accelerator

By Neal Singer

A surprising effect created by a 19th century device — the Helmholtz coil — has provided hints about how to achieve controlled nuclear fusion at Sandia’s powerful Z machine. A Helmholtz coil produces a magnetic field when electrified. Two such coils, providing a secondary magnetic field to Z’s huge one, unexpectedly altered and slowed the growth of the magneto-Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities, an unavoidable, game-ending plasma distortion that usually spins quickly out of control and has sunk past efforts to achieve controlled fusion. “Our recent experiments dramatically altered the nature of the instability,” says lead researcher Tom Awe (1688). “We don’t yet understand all the implications, but it becomes a different beast, which is an exciting physics result.”

(Continued on page 4)

A MOMENT OF AWE — Sandia physicist Tom Awe (1688) examines coils that reduce plasma instabilities in the quest for controlled nuclear fusion at Sandia’s Z machine. (Photo by Randy Montoya)

Sandia’s highest grossing patent, granted in 1996, ends its run

The simplest product sometimes offer the widest applications. So seems the case with lead-free solder, Sandia’s simplest yet highest-grossing patent. It was granted in 1996 to Sandia, Ames Laboratory, and Iowa State University, and brought millions of dollars back to taxpayers before it ran out in July.

According to Sandia’s senior manager Mark F. Smith (1830), US Patent 5,527,628 came about because government tests showed that lead-based solder in discarded materials “oxidized, turned to powder, was driven into the ground by rain and snow, and found its way to local aquifers.” But lead-free solders of the time put electronic fabrication techniques at risk because they required melt temperatures higher than Sandia, and industry, could tolerate.

Sandia researcher Fred Yost (ret.) mentioned this problem to his former Ph.D. advisor, ISU professor J.F. Smith (and Mark Smith’s father), visiting Sandia on a consulting contract. The elder Smith said that there was a region of the tin-silver-copper phase diagram that “looked funny” to him, and he asked yer Anderson at Ames Lab to collect more data on this alloy. These new data revealed a melting point only slightly higher than the traditional leaded-solder melting point, 217°C vs. 183°C.

Sandia tested the properties of the new solder. When it appeared on the market — hardly, environmentally safe, and low-temperature — it was bought all over the world. —Neal Singer

RESEARCH CHALLENGES

Resilient cybersystems is focus of latest initiative

By Sue Major Holmes

“The is not about making your desktop machine, this is not about making your iPhone itself resilient. This is really about making a large-scale network of multiply-connected devices resilient.”

— Len Napolitano on cyber resiliency

The goal of Sandia’s latest research challenge is to develop a trustworthy cybersystem despite having no control over the manufacture of components that could come under attack.

Computer Sciences and Information Systems Center 8900 Director Leonard Napolitano introduced the Cyber Resiliency research challenge last month, the seventh research challenge Sandia has rolled out since late June. It addresses the problem that current cybersystems are fragile and vulnerable to compromise at the weakest link.

Research challenges are programs that could take a decade or more to mature and that will highlight Sandia’s unique national security capabilities with their results. The Labs began six challenges earlier: “Beyond Moore Computing,” “Data Science,” “Trusted”

(Continued on page 5)
That’s that

Did you see where Amazon founder Jeff Bezos has unveiled plans to deploy his own air fleet, using UAVs to deliver packages to Amazon customers? It’s really hard to tell if Bezos is serious or just in the drivel business. I don’t know about that, but set skepticism aside and consider the merits. Even if the concept is technically feasible, and — with and modern computing and navigation technology — the drivel business is possible, the legal liabilities would be immense, wouldn’t they? And the opportunities for malicious use of the technology would be almost unlimited.

For the record, some pretty savvy tech people are convinced that drone delivery is not just feasible but inevitable. You heard about the problems FedEx and UPS had over this past holiday season, right? They were simply overwhelmed. The volume of retail shipping is growing so fast that some sort of technology to augment conventional delivery is essential. Done properly, it’s a drone fleet that leverages current infrastructure is way cheaper and faster than loading more and more trucks to the nation’s roads. Package deliveries will double in the next four years and there’s no end in sight. That means twice as many delivery trucks and drivers — on nation’s roads. Package deliveries will double in the next four years and there’s no end in sight. That means twice as many delivery trucks and drivers — on the nation’s roads. Package deliveries will double in the next four years and there’s no end in sight. That means twice as many delivery trucks and drivers — on nation’s roads! Three times around the block in the back of this thing and the other end in another one. Someday, everything will be delivered inside a couple of hours. The whole idea is to cut the all up wires, wire coming out of every house, wire strung up on big poles along every road across the whole country. Wire everywhere!

Some very unlikely schemes, in other words, can and do become the new normal. Could it be a sky full of delivery drones will be just another thing that we get used to . . .

Speaking of Bezos, do you know he has a New Mexico connection? Even — sort of a Sandia connection! He was born in Albuquerque, where, according to Wikipedia, his maternal grandfather was a regional director of the Atomic Energy Commission, the predecessor organization to the Department of Energy.

Albuquerque thus has close ties to at least two of the great innovators of their respective generations. Bill Gates actually launched Microsoft, then called Micro-Soft, in the Duke City in 1976. The Massachusetts native had set up shop in Albuquerque because that’s where the world’s first personal computer was invented! Gates and Paul Allen had developed a version of BASIC to run on it. Gates is easily the biggest fish that ever got away from our little pond. The city’s economic development professionals pride themselves on having lured Bill Gates, who wouldn’t have entertained Microsoft to stay. But let’s be fair: Who knew Bill Gates was going to become .

well, Bill Gates?

Happy New Year.

— Bill Murphy (505-845-0845, BWP@Sandia.gov)

Sanda/AIST meeting highlights energy research collaboration between US and Japan

By Matt Koning

As part of a broader effort to coordinate clean-energy research across the Pacific Ocean, Sandia last month hosted a meeting with the Japan National Laboratory for Research and Development of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology (AIST). Attendees from AIST and the US national labs were joined by representatives from the Ministry of Economy, Trade, and Industry.

“This meeting underscored progress in the existing partnerships between US national labs and AIST and explored new areas for potential cooperation and collaboration,” says Luis Bertone, Director of Hydrogen and Combustion Technologies Manager and the meeting organizer. Topics covered included renewables integration, solar photo-voltaic systems, and hydrogen and fuel cells.

Further, the meeting highlighted a multiple-year Alliance for Science, Technology, and Innovation (ASTI) forum for which new steel reacts to the harsh environment of high-pressure hydrogen, this project is helping create a foundation for the US and Japan to develop high-strength measurement systems, which are key to US and Japanese strategies for deploying commercial fuel cell electric vehicles and the supporting infrastructure.

Specifically, the project team has been conducting fracture tests on ferritic steels in high-pressure gaseous hydrogen and performing scanning probe microscopy of deformation and fracture in austenitic stainless steels. Through coordinated testing and methodology sharing, the collaboration has illuminated scientific findings that would not have been discovered in isolation. For example, project data have shown that subtle differences in test methodology can have significant implications on a material’s perceived performance — work that can inform the development of standardized test methods to develop characterization methods for hydrogen service. Results are already being provided to industry stakeholders: The research represents input for the next ASTM American Society for Mechanical Engineers (ASME) conference last July, and two more papers are being prepared for the next ASME Pressure Vessels & Piping conference in July 2014.

The ASTI-Sanda partnership exemplifies leveraging international capabilities to advance key DOE hydrogen and fuel cell program goals. For example, in addition to identifying changes as a function of hydrogen service, this project will influence harmonizing international codes and standards for hydrogen, as well as developing a baseline for hydrogen system behavior by impacting hydrogen system cost, reliability, and safety. Further, by building a strong industry relationship with the Japanese, Sandia has included regular working meetings at the CRF and in Japan, the project helps to seed other key relationships with Japanese industrial and academic partners.

Note: Patents listed here include the names of active and retired Sandia employees only; former Sandians and non-Sandia inventors are not included. Following the listing for each patent is a patent number, which is searchable at the US Patent and Trademark Office website (www.uspto.gov).

A career driven by engines: Bob Carling reflects on four decades at Sandia

By Patt Koning

Much better than I ever expected — how Bob remembers his career at Sandia in six words. Bob, director of Transportation Energy Center 8300, at Sandia/California, will retire in February, ending his 40-year career.

“I never expected to have a job like this, with these responsibilities and the privilege of working with such qualified, talented people,” he says. “But it’s true. Without question, the Combustion Research Facility is the premier combustion lab in the world. Running the CRF and Center 8300 was my dream job.”

It’s a job he’s done well. “The CRF has a long and proud history characterized by exceptional science and visionary leadership. Bob exemplifies these CRF features,” says Sandia President and Laboratories Director Paul Hommert. “He effectively increased the already significant profile of the CRF with industry and within the DOE science community. He leaves having positioned the CRF for continued unique contributions to a field that will remain important to the US energy landscape for decades to come.”

Back in 1975, after finishing a PhD in physical chemistry at the University of Michigan, Sandia was an attractive place to work. “I was in Aurora, Oregon at Sandia. We created a program that is the foundation of much of the remote sensing work that continues today,” he says. “That program applied diagnostic techniques that the CRF had developed over the years to a new problem, the daytime measurement of water vapor in the atmosphere.”

Engines, engines, engines

In 1991, Bob became manager of the Engines & Furnaces Department and moved into a realm that would define the rest of his career — engine work. “At that time, our work was much broader than just engines, of course,” he says. “We had projects on furnace combustion and pulse combustion, the advanced combustors for aircraft engines, and heat exchangers. We had just one functional engine lab. As a manager, I was ready to have a functional position from Dennis Siebers (8362), who wanted to return to research. ‘Right after Bob became manager, there was a reorganiza- tion at DOE and suddenly our group was in a lot of trouble,’ recalls Dennis.

“I had to start over, essentially, and build a whole new set of relationships in a completely different department at the DOE,” says Bob. “That turned out to be vehicle technologies, which still provides a big chunk of our funding today.”

One of Bob’s critical decisions during this time was to aggressively push for funding for a new optical engine lab. “We had optical engines at the time but they were not very well defined,” he says. Under his leadership, Sandia created its first Cooperative Research and Development Agreement (CRADA) with USCAR. In 1994, Bob spent 10 months at Ford’s Scientific Research Lab in Dearborn, Mich., as a visiting researcher. “I’m not sure I can point to any particular project that came out of my time there, but it did allow me to develop relationships with many people at Ford and participate rather substantially in the four-stroke direct-injection technology team, which included researchers from the Big Three, the EPA, universities, and national laboratories.”

As an added bonus, Bob’s second son — the one who was born the day before he got his job offer at Sandia — started college at the University of Michigan during his time at Ford. “It worked out really nicely for both of us,” he says. “I’d see him on the weekends, he had a place to do laundry — it was a special time.”

Plenty of reasons to be proud

Bob became a senior manager in 2000 and in 2005 became director of Center 8300. The last five years, he says, have been the best of his career.

“I’m especially proud of how the research coming out of the CRF has repeatedly changed the thinking on a particular topic,” says Bob. “The first time was John Dec’s (8300) research into what goes on inside a diesel engine and how fuel burns. It was a new picture of diesel combustion that completely changed how everyone in the industry thought about this process.”

He also points to Craig Taft’s (8353) identification of ozone as a combustion intermediate, Craig and David Osborn’s (8353) first direct kinetics measurements of reactions of Criegee species, and the work of Paul Miles, Mark Musculus, and Lytle Pickett (all 8362) on low-temperature combustion.

“CRF researchers continue to change the face of science in a number of areas by proving long-predicted concepts or countering the accepted way of thinking,” says Bob. “It’s very easy to be proud of these people.”

That groundbreaking research has been well-recognized by the industry through awards, high-profile publications, and invitations. In 1998, John, Dennis, and Pete Witze (retired) were nominated for Fellowship in the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE). All three became Fellows, which spurred Bob and other man-

agents to continue positioning their researchers for prestigious national and international awards.

Since that time, Paul, Chuck, and Lyle have also become SAE Fellows. Dennis has become a Fellow of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers. CRF researchers have won numerous awards for outstanding papers and presentations at conferences and have frequently been published in prestigious journals such as Science. Bob attributes this success to three things: good people, resources, and a standard of excellence. “The staff know we have very high standards, but we also provide the support they need to excel, whether that is allowing our people to try new things, like taking experiments on his Advanced Light Source in Berkeley, or pushing for capital equipment investments in ‘new’ buildings,” he says.

Bob championed John’s proposal to DOE and secured the funding to build the lab that John still works in today. “Bob helped me to make that vision a reality,” he says. “This made a big difference for me as a researcher and helped our program stay in the forefront.”
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(Continued from page 1)

The experiment was reported in December in Physical Review Letters. The purpose of adding two Helmholtz coils to fusion experiments at the Z machine (which produces a magnetic field a thousand times stronger than the coils) was to demonstrate that the secondary field would create a magnetic barrier that, like insulation, would maintain the energy of charged particles in a Z-created plasma. Theoretically, the coil’s field would do this by keeping particles away from the machine’s walls. Contact would lower the fusion reaction’s temperature and cause it to fail.

Researchers also feared that the Helmholtz field might cause a short in Z’s huge electric pulse as it (and its corresponding magnetic field) sped toward its target, a small deuterium-stuffed cylinder. Z’s magnetic field is intended to crush the cylinder, called a liner, fusing the deuterium and releasing neutrons and other energies associated with nuclear fusion. Anything hindering that “pinch” or “Z-pinch,” would doom the experiment.

In preliminary experiments of Tom’s group, the coils indeed buffered the particles and didn’t interfere with the pinch.

Enter, the coils

But unexpectedly, radiographs of the process showed that the coils’ field altered and slowed the growth of distortions known as magneto-Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities, which had been thought to occur unavoidably. (Unavoidably, because even the most minute differences in materials turned to plasma are magnified by pressures applied over time.) The strength of instabilities seen in hundreds of previous Z pinches were reduced, possibly significantly.

The typical distortion pattern had also changed shape from horizontal to helical.

The unexpected results occurred in a series of experiments to study a concept called Magnetized Liner Inertial Fusion, or MagLIF.

MagLIF: Like soaking bread in beaten eggs and milk

Researchers placed the Helmholtz coils around a liner containing deuterium so the coils’ magnetic field lines soaked both container and fuel over a period of milliseconds. The relatively slow process, like soaking bread in beaten eggs and milk to make French toast, allowed time for the magnetic field lines to fully permeate the material. Then the liner was crushed in tens of nanoseconds by the massive magnetic implosion generated by Sandia’s Z machine.

In previous attempts to use Z’s huge field without the Helmholtz coils, radiographs showed instabilities appearing on the exterior of the liner. These disturbances caused the liner’s initially smooth exterior to resemble a stack of metallic washers, or small sausage bances caused the liner’s initially smooth exterior to resemble a stack of metallic washers, or small sausage

The disturbances were a warning sign that the liner might crumble before fully completing its fusion mission.

But fitting with the secondary field up and running clearly altered and slowed formation of the instability as the liner quickly shrunk to a fraction of its initial diameter. Introducing the secondary magnetic field seemingly realigned the instabilities from simple circles — stacks of washers — to a helical pattern that resembles the slanting patchwork of a plaid sweater.

A kayak’s slanted track across the waters

Researchers speculate that the vertical magnetic field created by the helical coils cutting across Z’s horizontal field, may create the same effect as a river slanting a kayak downstream rather than straight across a channel. Or it may be that the kayak’s original direction is pre-set by the secondary magnetic field to angle it downstream in its crossing. Whatever the reason, the helical instability created does not appear to eat through the liner wall as rapidly as the typical horizontal, or axial, approach. Flashes of X-rays that were released when material from the horizontal instabilities collided in the liner’s center are long appeared, suggesting more uniform fuel compression occurred, possibly a result of the increasing resistance of the implanted vertical magnetic field to the fusion energy generated by Z’s horizontal field.

The overall approach of Tom and colleagues uses a method described in two papers by theorist Steve Slutz (1864). In a 2010 article in Physics of Plasmas, Steve suggested that the magnetic field generated by Z could crush a metallic liner filled with deuterium, fusing the atoms. Steve et al then indicated, in a 2012 paper in Physical Review Letters, that a more powerful version of Z could create high-yield fusion — much more fusion energy out than the electrical energy put in.

It’s Lights On for KAFB Youth Program

The apparently simple method — switch on a huge magnetic field and wait a few nanoseconds — takes for granted the complicated host of engineered devices and technical services that allow Z to function. But, those aside, the process as described by Steve needed only two additional aids: a powerful laser to preheat the fuel, making it easier for the compressed fuel to reach fusion temperatures, and Helmholtz coils above and below the target to generate a separate, weaker magnetic field that would insulate charged particles from giving up their energy, thereby lowering the temperature of the reaction.

Results warmly received

Ongoing experiments on Z will determine how well reality bear out Steve’s predictions, but for now, the reduction of distortions have been warmly received by fusion researchers, leading to an invitation to Tom to present his team’s results at the world’s largest plasma meeting.

The principle of the Z machine is simple: Z’s magnetic force can crush any metal in its path. Possi-

SANDIA’S COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT DEPT. 3632 Manager Amy Tapia, acting on behalf of Sandia, presented the 1st-place prize for the Lights On After-school competition to students from the Kirtland Air Force Base Youth Program. The prize was a math kit that includes fun, hands-on math activities for students to enjoy in their after-school program.

Results warmly received
Inaugural distinguished mentor awards recognize three Sandians

Sandia’s 7th annual Postdoctoral Professional Development Program, or PD2P, was established in 2007 to foster a robust postdoctoral community by connecting young researchers and creating opportunities to advance professional skills for future success.

Goals

- To facilitate postdocs transitioning into careers as outstanding independent researchers by providing resources for professional development
- To formalize a visible program to organize and recognize three Sandians

The nominations “describe a Sandia I want to be part of and I’m proud to be part of,” Julia said. Postdocs who made nominations said mentors gave them respect, created opportunities for give-and-take and to be equals on a team, credited them for their work, advocated for them, provided a vision and context for their work, offered career advice and honest feedback, introduced them to key researchers and customers, and gave them chances to make presentations and attend conferences.

Poster sessions drew 31 entries in New Mexico and eight in California, five of them from Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL), whose postdocs participated for the second year. PD2P sponsored the sessions each December to highlight postdocs’ work, create opportunities for them to advance their professional skills, and help them move into research careers.

Poster winners, judged on scientific content, quality of the poster and the oral presentation, and how well the poster was presented, are Richard Hartrich (5734) in New Mexico, for “Alternative Radiation Detector Technologies for Nuclear Forensics,” and Robert Panas (LLNL) in California, for “Lightfield Directing Array.” Runners-up are Andrew Lohn (1748) and Nitin Kumar (1131) in New Mexico and Nicholas Be (LLNL) in California.

“This is a special time in your lives because you have the opportunity to spend the vast majority of your time doing technical work,” Julia told the postdocs. She noted that postdocs are an important part of the fabric of Sandia and urged the audience of about 70 researchers, managers, and colleagues to view the posters to see “some of the coolest work here at the Labs.”

PD2P is dedicated to postdoc career development and hosts monthly workshops and research seminars between the New Mexico and California sites. Non-postdocs who wish to receive event information should email Ed Matteo (6222) at pd2p-events@sandia.gov.
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Cyber Resiliency Research Challenge

(Continued from page 1)

Systems and Communications: “First to High-Yield Fusion,” “Engineering of Materials Reliability,” and “Peterson and Chief Engineer.”

Research challenges all have common features, including the idea of leaving a long-term science and engineering legacy for Sandia, VP and Chief Technology Officer Julia Phillips (7000) said in introducing the cyber resiliency session, which was video-streamed from California to New Mexico. Each challenge also must have a long but finite life, show impact during the entire length of the work, and bring in a cross section of the Labs’ disciplines.

The cyber resiliency challenge has bearing on Sandia’s missions in nuclear weapons, global nuclear dangers, and cybersecurity. Resilient systems must be highly complex so they can perform complicated tasks. Len says they must work as intended or degrade predictably under attack even though they’re made of commodity parts of unknown provenance. Cyber-resilient systems must be diverse, to keep attackers guessing; redundant, with multiple paths to function to make them robust; and contained, to prevent any compromises from spreading or doing harm.

“If you are building a resilient system, it should be resilient to inadvertent as well as overt attacks. What’s the difference between something that’s got intelligence behind it and something that’s just a random failure? How can you tell the difference?”

The challenge’s researchers will look at how design and model cyber-systems that can adapt to an adversary “who is looking at our responses and changing their attack,” Len says. They also will study programming models that promote predictable behavior amid failures or attacks, good models for very large cybersystems, how resiliency scales up to large systems, and how to measure and test resiliency.

Finding answers will require Sandians from all backgrounds, Len told the information session. “A real goal for us is to have as broad a sweep as possible to bring in as much thought as possible in the lab to work on this problem,” he says. “It’s a very hard problem.”

The basic question is whether trusted systems can be built from untrusted components. “If you take a look at examples from biology, every single cell in our body is a relatively untrusted component, and yet we seem to go along and generate emails every day,” Len jokes.

The information session was followed a week later by a workshop intended to help define research areas and generate ideas for proposals under the research challenge.

By Sue Major Holmes

EXPLAINING HIS WORK — Postdoc Ryan Douglas Murphy (1832) explains his research to VP and Chief Technology Officer Julia Phillips (7000) during the recent Postdoctoral Technical Showcases.

(Photos by Stephanie Blackwell)
When minutes matter, Sandia’s Protective Force steps in

A speaker stood at the front of the room, delivering bad news to a room of somber employees. Suddenly, one person stood up and started shouting. Seconds later, he pulled a gun and started firing, taking down the speaker. As people dove for the floor, the shooter walked up and down the aisles, firing at his coworkers. Victims could be heard trying to reason with the shooter, while others moaned for help and tried to comfort one another. Within minutes of the first gun-shot, the door flung open and three members of Sandia’s Protective Force team charged in. Seconds later, officers took down the assailant and began securing the room.

By Stephanie Hobby • Photos by Randy Montoya

Active Shooter Resolution (ASR) Training in N.M. and Calif.

Sandia employees are trained to get out, hide out or, as a last resort, confront the shooter should the unthinkable happen. On average, active shooter incidents are resolved within five to eight minutes. “We have to have a quick response. We train our officers to think on the move, engage a target that is stationary or on the move, and react to any situation possible,” says Lt. Tommy Serna (4237-6). “Every second can mean a life saved.”

Sandia’s Protective Force team has been together for many years. “Our team has been conducting formal Active Shooter Resolution (ASR) training on a regular basis since 2008. A lot of employees have been part of these training scenarios. The training is designed to help employees know what to do in an active shooter situation,” said Capt. Bob Brown (4237-6), training captain of Sandia’s Protective Force and his training staff, which consists of Lt. Andres Tabios and Lt. Tommy Serna, says the team has been conducting formal Active Shooter Resolution (ASR) training on a regular basis since 2008. “Sandia’s Protective Force team has been together for many years. We conduct standardized training, so we can ensure that every scenario will get the same response, no matter what. We’re a very seasoned force.”

Sandia employees are trained to get out, hide out or, as a last resort, confront the shooter should the unthinkable happen. On average, active shooter incidents are resolved within five to eight minutes. “We have to have a quick response. We train our officers to think on the move, engage a target that is stationary or on the move, and react to any situation possible,” says Lt. Tommy Serna (4237-6). “Every second can mean a life saved.”

In an active shooter resolution training exercise, Sandia Protective Force officer Joey Branch (4237-3) shields civilians from a potential shooter while ProForce officers Al Garcia (4237-3, behind Joey) and Ruben Padilla (4237-4) provide cover. The red tape around the barrels of the weapons indicate they are training props.
By Mike Janes • Photos by Randy Wong

Sandy Hook in Newtown, Conn. LAX. A New Jersey shopping mall. Encore Corp. in Albuquerque. The Washington Navy Yard. By now, we're all familiar with the names, places, and tragic events with which they're associated.

But no one at Sandia's California site is more focused on those shooting incidents than the security operations team. "We've been thinking about this sort of thing [an active shooter scenario] for at least the past year, probably longer," says Dennis Baker (8511), who manages the security operations team for Div. 8000.

Due to the rapid increase in shooting incidents coupled with physical changes that have come about as a result of the site's development plan — the security group has spent significant time contemplating the implications of an active shooter incident at Sandia/California.

"We first started to focus on our Protective Force and asked ourselves hard questions about our state of preparedness," Dennis says. To that end, an active shooter scenario was played out during the most recent Emergency Management field exercise to drill the Protective Force on its response capability.

"One important thing we learned is that our Protective Force would undoubtedly be the first on the scene during any active shooter event," Dennis says. Although local law enforcement partners such as the Livermore Police Department and state Highway Patrol would be essential resources in any prolonged event, he says, it is unlikely they would be able to arrive at the site in time to effectively address an active shooter situation.

"Unfortunately, with an active shooter, we don't have time to wait," Dennis says. "This is not like a hostage situation. We would need to engage a shooter right away before they harm people." Dennis says statistics show that the average length of time for an active shooter incident is just 12 minutes.

Expanded open campus, GAA space create new challenges

"It can be argued that Sandia is not an attractive location for an active shooter since we have guards and gates to effectively act as a deterrent," says Dennis. But now, even though guards and gates are still present, he points out that the expansion of the site's Livermore Valley Open Campus and General Access Area space undermines that argument.

"We still have many deterrents in place, but we now have areas that are freely accessible to the broader public, and that increases the risks," he says. "Though the likelihood of an active shooter or similar event remains small and the presence of guards and gates acts as a deterrent, the openness of the LVOC and GAA makes our job more challenging."

Using new tools to ward off shooters

As a result of those new vulnerabilities and the spike in active shooting incidents around the country, Dennis says more emphasis is being placed on training the Protective Force and equipping it with the right tools to neutralize a shooter. For instance, members of the Protective Force are now being trained on duty rifles in addition to the traditional handguns they've carried.

In addition, the security team is promoting a video to the workforce that Dennis says can serve as a "survival guide" of sorts.

A VIDEO ENDORSED BY THE FBI titled "Run. Hide. Fight" is considered to be one of the best training videos on the topic of active shooter response, says Dennis Baker (8511). He encourages Sandia managers to show the video to members of the workforce and to seek out additional instructional material.

"This piece is considered by security professionals to be one of the best training videos on the topic of active shooter response," he says. "Its messages are easy to assimilate, and it is applicable whether you're a regular citizen, an elementary school teacher, or a Sandian."

Dennis urges department managers to show the video at staff meetings and says members of the security operations team are available to attend for Q&A. He says his group is developing an instructional brochure on the topic, and he also encourages people to visit the FBI website on active shooter preparedness for further reading and material.

"We want members of the Sandia workforce to be safe and secure at all times, whether they're here on site or somewhere else," Dennis says. "Watch the video, show your family, read up on the topic, participate in drills, and do whatever you can to prepare. We're not out to scare anyone, but this could happen to us."
Radioactive waste disposal can worry people. They want to know where contamination might end up and how it can be kept away from drinking water.

"Very little is known about the fundamental chemistry and whether contaminants will stay in soil or rock or be pulled off those materials and get into the water that flows to communities," says geoscientist Randy Cygan (6910).

Researchers have studied the geochemistry of contaminants such as radioactive materials or toxic heavy metals like lead, arsenic, and cadmium. But laboratory testing of soils is difficult. "The tricky thing about soils is that the constituent minerals are hard to characterize by traditional methods," Randy says. "In microscopy there are limits on how much information can be extracted."

Randy says soils are dominated by clay minerals with ultra-fine grains less than two microns in diameter. "That's pretty small," he says. "We can't slap these materials on a microscope or conventional spectrometer and see if contaminants are incorporated into them."

Randy and his colleagues are instead developing computer models of how contaminants interact with soil and sediments. "On a computer we can build conceptual models," he says. "Sach molecular models provide a valuable way of testing viable mechanisms for how contaminants interact with the mineral surface."

He describes clay minerals as the original nanomaterial, the final product of the weathering process of deep-seated rocks. "Rocks weather chemically and physically into clay minerals," he says. "They have a large surface area that can potentially adsorb many different types of contaminants."

Clay minerals are made up of aluminosilicate layers held together by electrostatic forces. Water and ions can seep between the layers, causing them to swell, pull apart, and adsorb contaminants. "That's an efficient way to sequester radionuclides or heavy metals from ground waters," Randy says. "It's very difficult to analyze what's going on in the interlayers at the molecular level through traditional experimental methods."

Molecular modeling describes the characteristics and interaction of the contaminants in and on the clay minerals. Sandia researchers are developing the simulation tools and the critical energy force field needed to make the tools as accurate and predictive as possible. "We've developed a foundational understanding of how the clay minerals interact with contaminants and their atomic components," Randy says. "That allows us to predict how much of a contaminant can be incorporated into the interlayer and onto external surfaces, and how strongly they bind to the clay."

The computer models quantify how well a waste repository might perform. "It allows us to develop performance assessment tools the Environmental Protection Agency and Nuclear Regulatory Commission need to technically and officially say, 'Yes, let's go ahead and put nuclear waste in these repositories."

"We're providing the fundamental science to improve performance assessment models to be as accurate as possible in understanding the surface chemistry of natural materials," Randy says. "This work helps provide quantification of how strongly or weakly uranium, for example, may adsorb to a clay surface, and whether one type of clay over another may provide a better barrier to radionuclide transport from a waste repository. Our molecular models provide a direct way of making this assessment to better guide the design and engineering of the waste site. How cool is that?"

Computer power clicks with geochemistry

By Nancy Salem

Vanessa Petty's (99) children selected the bicycles the family donated for the holiday giving program, as they have for every year since she started working at the Labs. The annual holiday gift drive provides unwrapped Christmas gifts for children who may not otherwise receive a present at Christmas. The program, organized by Sandia's Community Involvement Dept. 3652, helped make the Christmas for Albuquerque's foster children a little brighter. This year, nearly 400 unwrapped gifts, most labeled with a foster child's name, were delivered to the New Mexico Children, Youth and Families Department's offices.

Sandia makes holiday gift wishes come true for more than 300 foster children
Money-saving ideas earn recognition

By Nancy Salem

Twenty-two Sandia teams were recognized for strategies they submitted to a website that collects information on who at the Labs is saving money, how, and how much. The Operational Innovation site identified and validated $81.6 million in efficiencies in fiscal year 2013, including $17.3 million in cost savings and $62.3 million in cost avoidances.

Pam McKeever, senior manager of Operational Innovation Dept. 710, says website managers evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of ideas and determine if they are candidates for Labs-wide implementation, funding, or if they need a policy, process, or procedure change.

Teams were recognized in the categories of Cost-Savings, Cost-Avoidances, Parent Company Reach Back, and Best Practice Integrations.

The teams and the amounts they saved in FY13 are:

Cost Savings
- Healthcare, $14 million
- FRGC Savings, $996,000
- WIP Production of Neutron Tube Parts, $985,000
- Energy Savings Rate Reduction, $598,000
- Asset Management Equipment Threshold, $268,000
- Physical Security Resource Savings, $158,000
- TPS Project Management Efficiency Savings, $98,000
- Division 1000 Staffing Efficiencies, $55,000
- Investment Management Duplicative Services Reduction, $44,000
- Safeguards Control & Communication System Closeout, $24,000

Cost Avoidances
- Joint Radar Shared Module, $18.5 million
- Quality Cost Management for MC4682, $2.1 million
- Enterprise IT Contract Redesign, $1.4 million
- Executive Data Center Consolidation, $1 million
- WB8 Program Alternate Design, $578,000
- B61 Contract Purchase Agreement Process, $223,000
- Labs-Wide Downgrade of Q Clearances, $161,000
- Security/Emergency Management Training Staff Reduction, $88,000
- SIMP Data Loss Prevention Tool, $74,000
- New Process to Destroy HSPD-12 Credentials, $32,000

Parent Company Reach Back
- Executive Data Center Consolidation, $1.1 million

Best Practice Integration
- Laboratory Space Management
- 6s event for Closed Area
- The Operational Innovation website began collecting data earlier this year. "In FY13 we were able to get 95 percent of the year's realized efficiencies into the Operational Innovation database," Pam says. "Our goal is to achieve 100 percent capture in FY14.

Pam and her team created submission and evaluation processes, tapped organizations for data, and developed program, implementation, and training plans. Key collaborators have been the business and finance groups, who often hear about cost-saving strategies. About 90 Sandia financial analysts were trained to use the system, entering and reviewing ideas and doing cost-savings estimates.

"This is truly an effort that everyone can participate in. We all know of ways to improve our operations; we just need to step out and take the time to do it."

— Pam McKeever, senior manager Operational Innovation Dept. 710

"The Operational Innovation database is not only for capturing dollars saved or avoided," Pam says. "We are capturing any effort that results in a benefit to the Lab. We are capturing intangible benefits such as quality improvements, increased employee morale or corporate reputation, improved capability posture, or expanded intellectual capital."

She says efficiency ideas come from sources including benchmarking or comparison studies, causal analysis, lessons learned activities, Lean Six Sigma events, parent company contributions, value engineering studies, audits and assessments, or from individuals or departments.

"This year's Operating Excellence recognition event was an opportunity for us to thank the many people who participated in making the Labs more effective and efficient," Pam says. "Our winners came from all areas of the Labs — Direct and Indirect, Mission Technology and Mission Support, management, and staff. This is truly an effort that everyone can participate in. We all know of ways to improve our operations, we just need to step out and take the time to do it."

The larger Operational Innovation project, which improves the effectiveness and efficiency of operations, is integral to Sandia's Strategic Objective 3: Lead the Complex as a model 21st century government-owned contractor-operated national laboratory, says Kim Sawyer, deputy laboratory director and executive vice president for Mission Support.

"The Operational Innovation initiative has played an important role in providing an integrated picture of how we achieve that objective," she says. "It also supports Strategic Objective 2: Amplify our national security impact, as we continue to strengthen our partnership with key customers."

2013 Pulse Survey Results

About 40 percent of Sandia employees responded to the 2013 Sandia Pulse survey and responses to the 15 questions show little change from the 2012 LM Voice survey, on which the Pulse survey was based. Average scores for each question were fairly evenly distributed across the Labs, with most questions showing a variance of 0.5 or less across all divisions. Participation was down significantly from the 61 percent coming they received and that these recognitions were a reflection of contribution. While the average for both of the last year's Operating Excellence recognition event was 3.7 on a 1-5 scale, with 5 being the best, the change is a positive direction.

"We have made broad corporate-wide changes to address an area of concern and it takes time for those changes to be fully recognized and reflected in our survey feedback such as this," says Pam Harsten Hansen, VP for Human Resources and Communications (3000).

Typically, it takes a couple of cycles before we can really see the impact of implemented changes.

Employees will have an opportunity to share their voice again in the 2014 LM Voice survey. The larger biannual survey is planned for deployment on June 2, 2014.
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Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. opened doors and turned a dream into reality

By Nancy Salem

There’s more to receiving a Black Engineer of the Year (BEYA) award than just being recognized, says Aaron Brundage (5431). “The intent of the award is to provide guidance to young people to pursue careers in science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM),” he says. “It gives them a role model.”

Aaron was named a 2013 BEYA Minority in Research Science Emerald Honoree in the category of Most Promising Scientist – Government. “This recognition means so much to me,” he says. “I’m honored to be part of something that is bigger than the award itself. At Sandia, I have the privilege of doing world-class research, working with and being mentored by the best minds in the country, and using the best facilities in the world.”

BEYA is a program of the national Career Communications Group, an advocate for corporate diversity, and part of its STEM achievement program. The awards recognize the nation’s best and brightest engineers, scientists, and technology experts. Aaron will receive his award at the 28th BEYA conference Feb. 6 in Washington, D.C. The event precedes National Engineers Week.

Aaron works in modeling and simulation of ener- gy conversion, the nation’s top priority, thermodyna- mics, and combustion and shock physics. He first came to Sandia as an intern in 2002 while pursuing his Ph.D. in mechanical engineering at Purdue University. He has bachelor’s and master’s degrees in mechanical engineering from Pennsylvania State University. Aaron feels strongly about giving back to the com- munity. He serves on the board of directors of Big Brothers Big Sisters of Central New Mexico. In 2011, he helped found a nonprofit, Tools for Learning Outreach Services (TFLoS), that provides workshops in partnership with schools and community programs. The STEM education programs, intended to reach chil- dren who are underrepresented, at-risk, or underrepresented in STEM disciplines, provide hands-on activities and opportunities for learning through play.

“I believe that the intent of the recognition is that they want to provide guidance to young people to pursue careers in STEM,” he says. “I’m humbled to be part of something bigger than the award itself. At Sandia, I have the privilege of working with and being mentored by the best minds in the country and using the best facilities in the world.”

February is Black History Month

Black History month is celebrated annually in the United States during the month of February to remember and celebrate the achievements black Americans and the central role of African Americans in U.S. history.

The story of Black History Month begins in 1915 when historian Carter G. Woodson and professor Jesse E. Moorland founded the Association for the Study of Negro Life and History, which was dedicated to researching and promoting achievements by black Americans and other peoples of African descent. Known as the National Association of the Study of African American Life and History, the group sponsored a national Negro History Week in 1925. In 1966, the proclamation to celebrate Black History Month in February was signed during the height of the Civil Rights era to coincide with the birthdays of Abraham Lincoln and Frederick Douglas.

March 1 is the anniversary of the country beginning annual proclamations recognizing Negro History Week. In the late 1960s, due to the civil rights movement and a growing awareness of black identity, Negro His- tory Week evolved into Black History Month. President Carter then signed the Black History Month into law in 1979, setting aside the second month of every year as National Black History Month. As such, President Carter signed into law the Black History Month of February.

Each American president since then has designated February as Black History Month and endorsed a theme. The 2014 theme is “Civil Rights in America – 47th Anniversary of the Civil Rights Act and encourage exploration of the history of equal rights for all.”

The organization developed a LEGO robotics cur- riculum offered at five after-school programs this year in partnership with the Rio Grande Educational Col- laborative. TLEOS teamed with the Gulf Scout of New Mexico Trails in a United Way of Central New Mexico (UWCMN) grant titled “Generation STEM” to present in-person technology education programs to under- served girls in the four-county region covered by UWCMN. Aaron also brought STEM to underrepre- sented youth in the 6th through 12th grades by vol- unteering for eight summers as an instructor for HM Tech, Sandia’s summer science and engineering program, and teaching ACT courses at the University of New Mexico.

Aaron was director and past chair of the New Mexico section of the American Society of Mechanical Engi- neers and is a member of the K-11 Technical Committee on Combustion.

Jeff Isaacson, VP of Defense Systems & Assessments Div. 5300, says Aaron “is the epitome of the type of researcher we require to deliver innovative solutions to some of our nation’s toughest technical problems. “There is more that makes Aaron an exceptional employee — the desire and ability to teach mathematical and scientific concepts to the next generation,” Jeff says.

Aaron is active in his local community promoting STEM at the elementary through post-secondary levels.”

Aaron says role models are most effective when they work directly with youth and offer hands-on experi- ence. “As an engineer, our job is to share our stories to inspire the next generation and help them understand what they can achieve,” he says.